
Treacherous desires walkthrough 

 

Version                                                                                         0.1   

 

 Take a closer look at her boobs next to you  Spanking scene 

 Let her continue 

 

 Yeah... 

 No, I just forgot to set my alarm clock (Daily_Megan +1) 

 

 Take a peak at the girls  Gymnastics scene (Julia +1) 

 Leave 

 

 Go and search her room  Room searching scene 

 Don’t risk it (Daily_Megan +1) 

 

-Megan private scene comes and: 

If Daily_Megan is 0, you get denied. 

If Daily_Megan is 1, you get a ruined orgasm and (Megan +1) 

If Daily_Megan is 2, you get a normal orgasm and (Megan +2) 

Daily_Megan resets to 0 
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 Pull your dick out  Trample scene (Julia +1) 

 Push her away (Daily_Megan +1) 

 

 Touch her breasts 

 Touch her hands 

 



 Jerk off to her   Matsurbation scene 

 Resist and try harder to sleep (Daily_Megan +1) 

 

-Megan private scene comes and: 

If Daily_Megan is 0, you get denied. 

If Daily_Megan is 1, you get a ruined orgasm and (Megan +1) 

If Daily_Megan is 2, you get a normal orgasm and (Megan +2) 

Daily_Megan resets to 0 
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 Search your room for any cameras Camera search scene 

o Remove the camera 

o Leave it there (Megan +2) 

 Dismiss the thought and go for breakfast (Megan +1) 

 

 

 I love blondes  

 Nah 

 It's the soul that matters 

 

 

 Pull out your dick and put it between them  Footjob scene 

o Cum on her ass (Julia +1) 

o Cum on your hand (Julia +2) 

 Continue the massage normally (Megan +1) 

 

 

-Megan private scene comes and: 

If Megan is 7,  you get a special treatment. 

If Megan is 5 or 6, you get a ruined orgasm. 

If Megan is 4 or less, you get denied. 



 

-Morning julia meet: 

 If Julia > 2  pool invite scene 
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-Afternoon after class: 

 If Julia > 2  pool event and Julia intimate scene 

o Massage her butt (Julia +1) 

o End the massage  

 

 Sophie (Sophie +1) 

 Amy (Sophie +1) 

 I like both 

 

 Tell her to go for more  handjob scene 

 Go to sleep (Megan +1) 

 

 Ask Sophie if she is a lesbian 

 Ask Sophie if she would get down with Amy 

 Ask Sophie why she's so clingy with Amy 

 

 

-Night after bathing: 

 If Megan > 5  Megan and Sophie intimate event 
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 Sure... 

 Yeah, what about you? 

 



 They look normal to me 

 I think they perfectly compliment her nice body (Julia +1) 

 They are huge indeed (Sophie +1) 

 

 

 Sit next to Sophie  

o Let her continue  handjob scene (Sophie +1)  (Megan +1) 

o Grab her ass  half-handjob scene (Sophie +2) 

o Stop her (Megan +1) 

 Sit next to Amy (Amy +1) (Megan +1)   

 

 

-Afternoon after spooky storytime event: 

 If Julia > 4  bathroom event 

o Peek again*  One more view 

o Leave (Julia +1) 

 

 

 Take the red pill (Megan +1)   

 Take the blue pill 

 

 

-After taking the pill: 

If you peeked* at Julia bathroom scene  Julia bathroom dream scene 

          Differently  Amy bathroom dream scene 

 

 

-Megan intimate scene: 

         Number of session rolls are equal to 1+ Megan 

         Rolling 2/3/4/5/9/11 three times will make the MC cum and end the session 
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 Um, no... you can stare as much as you want 

 It is, unless you are undressed too! 

 

 Um, no... you can stare as much as you want 

 It is, unless you are undressed too! 

 

-After Amy leaves the bathroom: 

 If Sophie > 1  bathroom intimate event with Sophie 

o Let her continue  Blowjob scene (Sophie +1)   

o Stop her (Megan +1)   

 

 

 Yes 

 Why, are you jealous? 

 

 Seeing someone in that position... what else did you expect? 

 It's because you are sexy (Julia +2) 

 Sorry for this... (Julia +1) 

 

-After julia catches you peeking on her: 

 If Julia > 4  Julia thigh rub intimate scene 

If Julia > 7  Julia thigh rub scene turns into thighjob 

 

 

 I was just pouring a cup of water 

 I was waiting for you to return (Amy +1) 

 

 It's always boring without you (Amy +1) 

 You know, the usual 

 



 I will cooperate, if that is what you want (Megan +1)  

 Haven't you had your way with me these last days? You want more? 

 

-After Amy intimate scene: 

 If Megan > 7  and  Amy > 1   Amy footjob dream scene 
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 I have more than one 

 I don't shackle my feelings in the prison of only one woman 

 

 Are you married? 

 How old are you? 

 

 So how about a footjob now? (Julia +1) 

 So can we make out now, or what? (Julia +1) 

 Is this all you called me in your room for? (Julia +1) 

 Laters then 

-After choosing one of the first three options above: 

             If Julia > 6  Julia foot rub intimate scene 

 

 

 

 Go to hell, slowpoke! (Sophie +1)   

 I never said anything like that Julia, please don't raise your voice like that next 

to Amy (Julia +1) 

 I just love the coffee she makes, that's all (Amy +1) 

 

 

 Can you... go inside and leave us for a moment?  

o I want to have a chat with Amy about the thing that we discussed 

yesterday (Julia +1)  Will stop the intimate scene 

o Because you are a nice person? (Sophie +1)  Scene resumes 

 Julia I can bring it to you, no need to come over (Sophie +1)  Scene resumes  



 I would mistake you for one 

 Teenagers are just kids. I would prefer a real woman over a thousand young 

girls 

 I would be your teacher anytime 

 

 

-Megan intimate scene: 

         Number of session rolls are equal to 2 + (Megan*2) / 3 

         Rolling 5 / 6 on the dice, will increase finish counter by 1 / 2 respectively 

         Getting the finish counter up to 5 will make the MC cum and end the ssession 

 

         If Megan has stripped down to hearts:  

    Rolling something other than 1 will make the MC cum 

    Rolling 1 will get her to remove them 
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 Amy is mine, leave her alone! (Amy +1) 

 If you leave her alone, I will let you hug my leg instead (Sophie +1)   

 Julia is right, you are invading her personal space (Julia +1) 

 

 

 Probably both 

 The one on the back 

 The one closer to us 

 None 

 

-After sleeping with Amy 

             If Sophie > 4  Sophie and Amy intimate scene 

 

 I only came for your ass (Sophie +1)   

 Yeah, how did you know? (Sophie +1)   

 Jesus! I just came to say good morning... (Julia +1) 
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 It was Sophie's fault. She initiated every scene when I couldn't do anything 

else 

 I know... we are both at fault here (Megan +1) 

 I had no other choice 

 

 Is inflicting pain on others fun for you, Megan?  Scene ends 

 I will accept any punishment for you  If Megan > 10  Megan intimate 

scene 

 

 She has a point! 

 You know, this uniform would look better on my bedroom floor 

 

 You yourself look quite hot in this... volleyball uniform 

 But I bet I look even cuter without them 

 

 With pleasure (Kaori +2) 

 Huh? What would you gain from me doing that? 

o Whatever, it's just a kiss (Kaori +1) 

o No way 

 What? No! 

 

 

-After Julia massage: 

             If Sophie > 5  Sophie and Julia intimate scene 

             Else  Julia intimate scene 

 

 

 You smack it Sophie! 

 They say that the loneliest people smile the brightest (Sophie Backstory +1)   
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 It was you (point at the left one) (Megan +5) 

 It was you (point at the right one) 

 It was both of you taking turns 

 It was both of you at different times depending on your schedule 

 

-After Megan’s backstory 

             If Kaori > 0  Kaori intimate scene 

 

 Invite her in  If Julia > 7  (Julia +1) 

 Tell her to wait 

 

 Not yet 

 Why, are you interested in me perhaps? 

 It's complicated 

 

 That sounds really sad actually (Sophie Backstory +1)   

 I bet you say that because you can't find anyone! 

 

 I prefer mature, experienced women (Megan +1) 

 I like girls that are close to my age (Amy +1) 

 

-After breakfast: 

             If Kaori > 0  Kaori butt slap scene 

 

-After Naoko invite: 

             If Amy > 3  Amy walk in the park scene + Milestone unlock 

 

 Of course not! 

 Huh? Where did that come from? 

 Yes! 
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-Valerie bathroom scene 

 If you don’t resist at least 3 times  Valerie will prompt you to continue. 

 Yes, mommy, spank me more!  Continuation of intimate scene 

 No more please, mom!Yes! 

 

 

 Play with you in front of everyone? 

 Play what? 

 

 

 You dislike being alone? (Sophie Backstory +1)   

 Your boredom shall now vanish! (Sophie +1)   

 

 

-In Sophie’s room: 

             If Sophie > 6  Blackjack event 

If you lose  Sophie Intimate scene (An easy way to lose is to always 

Draw when prompted.  

   If you win  Sophie strip scene 

 

 

 Tie yourself to the bed (Julia +1) 

If Julia > 10  Julia Intimate scene 

 Go to sleep (Megan +2) 

 

 

 Sure, let's go (Kaori +2)  Night date scene 

 Sorry, I've got other things to do (Amy +1)  Night movie scene 
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 Yes, I was (obedience +1) 

 No, I wasn't 

 

 Stay (Because you want to)  Valerie intimate scene 

 Stay (Because you are compelled)  Valerie intimate scene (obedience +1) 

 Run 

 

 Warn her (obedience +1) 

 Don't warn her 

 

-Valerie intimate scene – After cumming: 

 If session obedience < 2  Cum eating scene 

 

 

 This one looks sexy enough 

 Is attention, all that you really want? (Sophie Backstory +1)   

 

-If  Sophie Backstory > 3  Sophie backstory scene + Milestone unlock 

 

 You're right 

 So when will it be enough for you? (Sophie Backstory +1)   

 

-Again If  Sophie Backstory > 3  Sophie backstory scene + Milestone unlock 

 

-After Reina’s scene: 

 If Megan > 15  Megan intimate scene 

 

-At the beach: 

 If Megan > 15  Megan appears with the second session’s outfit 

If Megan < 16  Megan appears with a sexier outfit 

 



 Tell her the truth and everything that happened 

-If intimate scene happened (Valerie +2) 

-If ran (Valerie +1) 

 Lie to her - we just watched TV 

 

After Valerie goes for a nap: 

 If Megan > 15  Megan feet licking scene 

 Thank you mistress for allowing me to lick your bare feet (Megan +1) 

 ~Lick her feet some more~ 

 

 

 Take a long walk across the beach (Amy +1)   Amy intimate scene 

 Explore the area  Julia issues scene + Milestone unlock 

 Go for another dive  a mystery that might influence the ending* 

 

 

 


